Date: July 17, 2012 @11:15 am

Observer: Annie Batanides and Alison Forrest

Radiation Alert reading counts per minute: 14 cpm

Observable dust: No

Other observations: Sort of windy today. No work on Susan, but there is work at corner of Susan and Charlotte. There is a big hole in the ground, piles of sand/rocks, and putting pipes in it. Kid on scooter and many people walking through park. Gate is open where equipment is and two kids on bikes were riding through it! A construction guy came and closed the gate when we walked away (we are assuming because they saw us standing there by it).

Visible wind monitor: No

Visible dust monitor: Yes, two of them.

Visible air monitoring for radionuclides: No
Date: July 16, 2012 @11:15 am

Observer: Alison Forrest

Radiation Alert reading counts per minute: 19 cpm, 20 cpm, 22 cpm

Observable dust: Some

Other observations: Very windy. No work on Susan. Dust is coming from the unattended open gate area where they keep their equipment. Bike riders and others in the area. Work being done on Charlotte by the pool. Working in a trench. Piles of dirt by trench, no dust coming from dirt piles, but there is observable dust coming from the road.

Visible wind monitor: No

Visible dust monitor: Yes, both on Charlotte, one by arroyo bridge, the other by the pool.

Visible air monitoring for radionuclides: No
Date: July 12, 2012 @1:50 pm

Observer: Alison Forrest

Radiation Alert reading counts per minute: 15 cpm, 13 cpm, 19 cpm

Observable dust: No

Other observations: Open gate where equipment is kept. Caution tape around a trench with wooden squares and rocks over it. No work is being done on Susan Lane. Trenches have been dug by the pool (Charlotte Way) and workers are working in the trench. Looks like most workers have left, there are only two or three workers there right now that I can see.

Visible wind monitor: No

Visible dust monitor: Yes, both on Charlotte, one by arroyo bridge, the other by the pool.

Visible air monitoring for radionuclides: No
**Date:** July 11, 2012 @9:30 am

**Observer:** Annie Batanides

**Radiation Alert reading counts per minute:** 7 cpm, 10 cpm, 15 cpm, 22 cpm

**Observable dust:** No

**Other observations:** Setting up equipment at the end of Susan Lane. No work going on at Charlotte, but worker setting this up above creek. Five people were walking and running near site.

**Visible wind monitor:** No

**Visible dust monitor:** No

**Visible air monitoring for radionuclides:** No